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About This Game

Hello there oh so terrible gladiator, and welcome to the ultimate tournament organised by the gods!

ABYSSAL FAAAaaall!...

*couch* sorry, you will have to fight in some of the most dangerous places in the world, battling against your peers on top of
crumbling arenas in order to be the last one standing, be a champion and avoid being an abyssal fail!

Take control of 4 distinct heroes from across time and try to win the most incredible of prizes,
A full week-end in the outback of Australia with all costs covered... (*conditions may apply **only available to dead people)

Prepare to lose most of your remaining friends in a fast paced action game where every tile of the map will fall one second after
you step on it,

Trap, bait & pressure your opponents in order to make them do a mistake and punish them with your special ability.

Abyssal fall is the first game made by a young and (very) tiny team of french developers mainly composed by students, so every
bit of feedback is appreciated.

For the little story, this project was created in an GameWeek in IsartDigital School. Abyssal Fall won the " Best Gameplay Price
" and the " Big Price of the Jury ".

The game contains :
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 Local or online multiplayer

 3 game modes (Classic, Deathmatch, Relic)

 3 maps with crumbling ground

 4 characters

After the release, we intend to evolve the game in a totally free way. We want to add a lot of things like:

 Environment interactions (Storms, water geysers...)

 New game modes (Zombie, Hardcore...)

 New maps

 New characters

 And why not some bots too?

Do not hesitate to propose your ideas, we will see what we can put in place,
Share this game around and help us bring more content to this little adventure.

Thank you for your support :)
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Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
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Blazing Stick
Publisher:
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If you played the first game (review) and\/or its sequel (review), 3rd game is, again, almost the same: short but ok'ish stealth
puzzler.

Third instalment adds one more feature to the pre-programmed kill blocks and speed pads: teleportals. It took me a while to
learn it, but with 'space', you port to the tile and its cooldown begins.

A bit low on new features, I say, and still the same issues remain:
- Only 12 levels. After the first two games, it was a breeze and lasted 15 minutes.
- Progress bug is still there. Play it through in one (probably short) session.
- No native gamepad support. Only WASD controls exist.

On sale, it's almost fine. Having said that, 15 minutes is too short. It's not a bad game: I just can't recommend, when it adds so little
to the original formula, it has the same unfixed bugs and it's over in a recess.

But if you liked the first two games, you can't go too wrong getting this one (on sale of course).

~Twistorian Curator~. Interesting software, but has problems.
Menu buttons or the HUD in general fails to render at times, so it glitchy
Can't maximize the window without the editor stretching
and currently doesn't support UNITY 3D

Still, worth looking into. WORST GAME I HAVE EVER PLAYED JUST BECAUSE OF CONTROlS!!!!. It's neat CAD
software, but it's odd that they haven't put v10 on Steam yet. Or that you can buy v10 from the site for the same price as v9 on
Steam.. idk what it does. i had this running and forgot i even bought it hahah, good game, but why called silentville?. Its just a
clone of Clicker Heroes, even though Playsaurus developed both this and Clicker Heroes, this is a clone,and not a new clicker. If
you want to do a clicker game, please don't make it a clone.
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Kids love it. 10/10 Iron crosses
Hardest game ever made and one of the best.
Good and unpredictable AI
Excellent programming, fast.
Brings out eye tearing laughter from time to time.
. A genuine work of art that augments every aspect of what makes ToME a megalithic masterpeice in modern rogue-likes..
Loved it! Pretty good game! No need to wait for a sale at this price! It is under $3.50, so you have to remember you didn't pay
$50 for it, but it's pretty awesome, I loved it!. The game was very interesting at first sight and keeping busy in the beginning. But
shortly latter, I felt something really incomplete and insufficient compared to its price range games. Even simple teleport
locomotion and interacting is many times problematic in this game.

But the graphics and the way that the surrounding scene, things, women and posing gameplays, and puzzles are all kinda creative
attempt and It feels somehow a full piece of art. It has also a strange story by the way.

Yet, It was very far to make me patient enough to see the end of the game. For me, not worth the price.
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